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The Kinsey Syndrome is one of the most important DVDs ever
produced. I have long been a reader of Dr. Judith Reisman, who
has dedicated her life to exposing the real danger and
consequences of the 'sexual revolution' and pornography. She is
a remarkable woman who backs up everything she says and
writes with hard documentation. Those who claim that
pornography is a victimless crime protected by the First
Amendment either do not have the facts or they simply do not
care about the harm it has done to our society -- especially to
America's children. Too many confuse 'libertarian' with
licentiousness. The result is the complete cultural and moral
breakdown of our society.
The Kinsey Syndrome is a fully documented DVD. It is a horror
story beyond what most people can ever imagine. Alfred Kinsey
was a monster, glorified by Hollywood back in 2004, in a movie
titled, Kinsey. This one sexual deviant has had more impact on
this country towards destroying the moral fabric of this nation
and promoting porn as "sex ed" in the public indoctrination
centers (public schools) than any person in our history. That is
not an exaggeration. Kinsey preached that child molestation
wasn't really molestation, that little children enjoy it! I read
Kinsey: Crimes and Consequences years ago. It shocked me to
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the very depths of my soul.
Look where our society has gone in such a short period of time.
Sexual predators are protected and coddled by the system.
Why? Do you know that U.S. Supreme Court Justices William O.
Douglas and Arthur Goldberg wrote columns for the filthy
"mens" magazine, Playboy? What connection does that have
relating to pedophiles? Watch this DVD. Do you know insidious
tax exempt foundations like the Rockefeller and Ford
Foundations funded the "sexual revolution" filth and getting
laws changed to protect sexual perverts and predators?
Look at the impact Playboy has had on vulnerable young
women. Three young women in their early 20s shacked up with
Hugh Hefner for years; a man in his 80s. How utterly repulsive,
yet they are treated like royalty. As if they had done something
good for our country. They have now gone their own way; a
couple still peddle their body parts for money. Those females
have been replaced by twin girls, age 19, who now share a bed
with a man old enough to be their great grandfather. (Would
you want your 19 year old daughter naked and in bed with an 83
year old man?) How have young girls come to believe such
behavior is acceptable? Because of the "sexual revolution."
Contrary to propaganda, the sexual revolution did not liberate
women, it only turned them into racks of meat.
We have generations of young women who place all their value
on the size of their breasts. They go nearly naked on the streets,
on the beach and fully naked in "mens" magazines that do
nothing but exploit them. Want to make it "big" in Hollywood?
Go naked in trashy magazines like Maxim or Playboy. They
admire Jennifer Anniston for going naked in another "men's"
publication, GQ.
College girls now work in strip clubs to pay tuition. They sit on
men's laps with nothing but a patch covering their pubic area
and a string up their backside. They think nothing of selling
themselves because it's acceptable and "the money is good."
Teenagers are walking STD (sexually transmitted disease)
factories. Young women think nothing of pulling up their shirts
exposing their breasts (usually drunk) or showing off their
shaved private parts for pimps that produce videos like 'Girls
Gone Wild.' Fathers with daughters think nothing of buying
them to get aroused.
Generations of young women who are all used up by

history.

the time they're 25
I get a healthy amount of email from men who lament they can't
find a woman with any modesty anymore. Yes, men do complain
about how women dress for sex in the office. How aggressive
women are and how it turns them off. Men write that women no
longer have any virtue and that they don't want to date the block
party's leftovers. So many of them would like to meet a "real
lady." A woman who hasn't displayed her wares for the whole
world to see and hasn't become infertile because of contracting
social diseases or from abortions.
Millions of mothers in this country condone their daughters
walking around at the age of 13 dressed like hookers because
they were part of the sexual revolution. Yesterday at PetsMart I
was walking behind a mother and her daughter. This girl
couldn't have been over 14, but the denim miniskirt she was
wearing barely covered the bottom of her rear end. I thought:
What is her mother thinking? Do these women ever turn on the
news and see the almost weekly snatching of young girls in
broad daylight; their raped and murdered bodies found a week
later in some ditch or never found at all? Allowing a young girl
to wear such promiscuous clothing is like a magnet to the sexual
predators roaming the streets of our cities and towns. When my
daughter was that age there was no way she was allowed to walk
around looking like a working girl.
Look at the R-rated filth that came out over the weekend,
Bruno. Industry monitors predict it will have a $35 million or
higher first weekend; as I write this column on Sunday, the take
is $30,426,000 so far. This movie is being cheered on movie
web sites as clever, funny, hilarious! But, what is it you will see?
"...extremely graphic scenes of heterosexual and homosexual sex
acts, explicit scenes and extended close-ups of full male and full
female nudity, an extended scene of a totally nude heterosexual
woman repeatedly whipping a homosexual man in his bikini
briefs, partial nude scenes (including full rear male nudity)
where body parts are partially covered up with black bars placed
in strategic places, obscenely graphic verbal descriptions of
perverse sex acts in dialogue and conversations with real people,
and images of a male black baby from Africa in a hot tub with
white adults who are clearly interested in doing some kind of sex
acts with one another."
This is what now passes for "entertainment." Look at the dollars
poured into such filth. Look at the message delivered to those
who sit in the audience. It all started with the "sexual

revolution" and Alfred Kinsey was the lightening rod.
The Kinsey Syndrome shows you with full documentation how
our laws were changed to protect sexual predators. This
professionally produced DVD will show you who is responsible
in aiding the destructive influence of Alfred Kinsey. Porn is
everywhere in our society, including "news" web sites like FOX.
Go look at their home page any day of the week: Stars that went
nude! with the usual photo array. Super orgasm! Swimsuits for
summer. Nothing more than soft porn with the vagina and
breasts barely covered. Hot Hard bodies! That is the menu on
Foxnews.com every day of the week. Should we be surprised?
Hardly. Rupert Murdoch, who owns FOX, has made tens of
millions of dollars peddling porn. His foreign newspapers are
little more than boob rags.
Alfred Kinsey simply picked up the goals of the communists
pushing for world domination and sold his perversions the same
way; see Communist Goals:
Eliminate all laws governing obscenity by calling them
"censorship" and a violation of free speech and free press
Break down cultural standards of morality by promoting
pornography and obscenity in books, magazines, motion
pictures, radio, and TV Present homosexuality, degeneracy and
promiscuity as "normal, natural, healthy"
As Alfred Kinsey was a sodomite, it is not surprising he was so
instrumental in advancing the sexual deviant movement.
We hear so much about the 'cultural war.' How do we stop the
continued push towards turning America into a moral sewer?
The same way you fight anything else: You do not put money
into the pockets of those peddling the filth. Parents must take
the lead in getting porn (sex ed) out of public schools. Gasp!
What? Watch this DVD and you will get the ugly truth about
what is being drummed into YOUR child's brain. I have been
shocked by what teachers tell me they are ashamed and
embarrassed to have to present to a classroom of sixth graders.
Parents must take the lead and state legislators must be right
there with them to stop it.
Kinsey's goal was to change the moral code of this nation to
match his own beliefs. His depravity knew no bounds:
masturbating 5 & 11 month old babies to see how long it takes to
reach orgasm. Yes, Kinsey did conduct those experiments and
the facts (including time tables) were found in his research.

Kinsey was aided and abetted, shamefully, by men in high
places and on the court. I hope members of state
legislatures will get a copy and share it with their
colleagues. Dr. Reisman called what is going on as genocide
against America's children:
"Perhaps most disturbing, Alfred Kinsey has been accused of
training pedophiles to work with stopwatches and record the
responses of children being raped - all in the name of "science."
Among his workers was a Nazi pedophile whose relationship to
Kinsey was exposed in a German court. The information from
these crimes was then recorded in "Table 34" of Kinsey's Sexual
Behavior in the Human Male. How can lawmakers use such a
document to define the moral parameters of our society?"
The Kinsey Institute is at the University of Indiana. Their filth is
being funded by the fruits of your labor courtesy of the outlaws
in Washington, DC (Congress):
"The federal government is spending $423,500 to find out why
men don't like to wear condoms, a project government
watchdogs say is a nearly-half-a-million-dollar waste of
taxpayer money. Researchers at Indiana University's Kinsey
Institute, with funding from the National Institutes of Health,
are investigating why "young, heterosexual adult men" have
problems using condoms. The study will include "skill-based
intervention" to teach grown men how to use protection.
"The project aims to understand the relationship between
condom application and loss of erections and decreased
sensation, including the role of condom skills and performance
anxiety, and to find new ways to improve condom use among
those who experience such problems."

The fruits of your labor illegally stolen by Congress. Borrowed
money (the treasury is overdrawn $11.5 trillion dollars) you
could use to provide medical or dental care for your child - or
even a trip to the zoo - is being stolen to fund teaching grown
men how to use a condom ("skill-based intervention"). How

obscene. More worthless government funded jobs that produce
nothing except more reports. How about the working people in
the State of Indiana? Should state funding of the Kinsey
Institute's sexual research end?

I urge you to get this DVD. (For full disclosure I receive no
compensation for recommending it.) Watch it and share it with
your family, friends and most importantly pastors, reverends
and ministers across this country. What is more precious than
our children? Today's children are tomorrow's society. Take a
good look around you. Marriages ruined by men who become
addicted to porn. Children scared for life by sexual predators
and rapists. Young girls and boys sexually promiscuous by age
12. Abortions and AIDS. Alfred Kinsey was the genesis of the
most destructive social indoctrination movement ever to hit our
country. State legislatures must be the ones to change the laws,
but that will not happen until the parents of this country get the
facts and then get in their face.
To order this critically important DVD, click here.
Links:
1 - Playboy's Historical Hate Rape
2 - The sweat of your labor went to fund all this sex research
3 - Institutions and underworld academics
4 - UK School Kids Told To Have Daily Sex
My radio show notes:
1 - 2009 CFR Membership list
2 - Council on Foreign Relations backs amnesty for illegals,
opposes Arpaio-style raids
3 - Jeb Bush interview with the CFR
4 - 70 Years: Chart Illustrates the Dominance by the CFR,
Trilaterals & Bilderbergers
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Devvy Kidd authored the booklets, Why A Bankrupt America
and Blind Loyalty; 2 million copies sold. Devvy appears on
radio shows all over the country as well as her own; ran for
Congress and is a highly sought after public speaker.
She left the Republican Party in 1996 and has been an
independent voter ever since. Devvy isn't left, right or in the
middle; she is a constitutionalist who believes in the supreme
law of the land, not some political party. Her web site contains
a tremendous amount of information, solutions and a vast
Reading Room.
Devvy's website: www.devvy.com
It isn't possible to respond to 20,000 emails a month. Before
you send Devvy e-mail, please take the time to check the FAQ
section on her web site; it has been updated and filled with
answers to frequently asked questions and links to reliable
research sources
E-mail is: devvyk@earthlink.net
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